Abstract. We investigate how new elements of background knowledge can be abstracted automatically from patterns in programs. The approach is implemented in the KANDINSKY system using an algorithm that searches for common subterms over sets of functional programs. We demonstrate that KANDINSKY can invent higher-order functions such as map, fold, and sumBy from small sets of input programs. An experiment shows that KANDINSKY can find high-compression abstractions efficiently, with low settings of its input parameters. Finally we compare our approach with related work in the inductive logic programming and functional programming literature, and suggest directions for further work.
Introduction
Can background knowledge be learned automatically through problem-solving experience? This would be a form of meta-learning [7] , distinct from base learning which is concerned simply with solving problem instances. We propose that a general strategy for acquiring new background knowledge can be found in the abstraction principle of software engineering. Abstractions [1] are re-usable units obtained by separating out and encapsulating patterns in programs. We define abstraction invention as the process of formulating useful abstractions in an inductive programming context, and when these abstractions take the form of functions, Functional Abstraction Invention (FAI). Some forms of predicate invention may be regarded as FAI (since predicates are functions).
We have implemented KANDINSKY 1 , a system which performs FAI over sets of functional (λ-calculus) programs by Inverse β-Reduction (IβR), an analogue of inverse resolution [4, 5] . This move from first-order logic to λ-calculus is crucial because it allows our system to invent higher-order functional abstractions, an ability that is necessary in order to generalise on arbitrary patterns in programs. See Fig. 1 for an example where first-order methods fail. KANDINSKY is set within a larger inductive programming framework called Compression-Based Learning (CBL). CBL takes advantage of the general correspondence that exists between learning and compression (minimum description length [3] ), to allow both base learning and meta-learning to be understood in a unified manner in terms of transformation operators. See Fig. 2 for an illustration of CBL. We shall leave further discussion of CBL for a future paper; the rest of this paper is concerned only with the FAI meta-learning technique.
KANDINSKY's Abstraction Invention Algorithm
Given a set of k λ-calculus terms, each with at most n subterms, the number of possible combinations of two or more subterms with at most one subterm taken per term is of the order of (n + 1) k . Any of these combinations can potentially be anti-unified by IβR to form an abstraction, but enumerating all of them by brute force is intractable for even moderately large values of k and n. To cope with this, we have designed a heuristic search procedure auSearch (anti-unification search) whose running time is polynomial in both k and n.
To prepare a set of terms for auSearch, all their subterms are generated, converted to a tree representation (Defn. 1), and each subterm paired with a 'tag' (Defn. 2) marking its origin. auSearch itself (Fig. 3 ) searches the space of 'common parts' (Defn. 1) that are obtainable by anti-unifying combinations of two or more subterms. It makes use of a heuristic 'score' function (Defn. 3) in order to guide the search. Each auSearch result represents one candidate
Let R = bagof (findOne(σ, τ, I)).
3.
Divide R into disjoint subsets by tag-set. For each of these subsets, extract the top σ elements by score. Place all of the extracted elements into a new set R .
4.
Return the top τ elements by score of R . Fig. 3 . The auSearch algorithm. findOne is a non-deterministic procedure that returns many auSearch results on backtracking. findOne and auSearch are mutually recursive.
Owing to lack of space we defer a specification of findOne to a longer paper.
abstraction, which can be constructed from the subterms marked by the result's tag-set.
Definition 1 (tree, node, common part, mismatch point, size). A tree is a pair h, B where h is a node and B is a list of trees. In the representation of λ-terms as trees, each node is a symbol representing either a variable, a function application, or an anonymous function (λ-abstraction). A common part is either a mismatch point •, or a pair h, B where h is a node and B is a list of common parts. The size of a tree or common part is equal to the number of nodes it contains. A mismatch point has zero size.
Definition 2 (tag, term index, subterm index).
A tag consists of a pair of integers called the term index and the subterm index. It represents a reference to a particular subterm within a particular term, given a list of terms.
Definition 3 (auSearch result, score). An auSearch result is a pair of the form γ, T , where γ is a common part and T is a tag-set (set of tags). Its score, an approximation to the degree of compression that can be obtained by deriving an abstraction from this result, is given by (n − 1)c − (n + 2)m − n, where n is the number of unique term indices contained in T , c is the size of γ, and m is the number of mismatch points contained in γ.
auSearch has two beam size parameters σ and τ which limit how many intermediate results are stored during the search. When these parameters are both infinite, the search is complete but has exponential time complexity in the size of the input; when they are finite, the search is incomplete but the time complexity is polynomial.
Equipped with auSearch, KANDINSKY can perform a process called exhaustive greedy abstraction invention. Here, a set of programs is provided as input, and KANDINSKY constructs the most compressive abstraction that it can find, adds it to the set, and re-expresses the other programs in terms of it. This process repeats continually, halting only when no further compression is possible. A demonstration on two (hand-constructed) datasets Map-Fold (MF) and Sum-Means-Squares (SMS) is shown in Fig. 4 . 
Experiment
In this section we ask: in practice, can we expect KANDINSKY to find nearoptimally compressive abstractions in polynomial time? As discussed in Sect. 2, auSearch can always find an optimally compressive abstraction when the beam size parameters σ and τ are infinite, because under those conditions it generates every abstraction in the entire search space. However, finite values of the beam size parameters are necessary for a tractable polynomial-time search. By studying the effect on compression of varying these parameters, we wish to determine if one can expect to achieve near-optimal compression even when using relatively small finite values. We ran exhaustive greedy abstraction invention on the MF and SMS datasets, at values of σ of 1, 2, 3, 5, 10, and 50, for all values of τ between 0 and 50, and recorded the overall compression for each run (Fig. 5a ). We also measured the time taken at the same values of σ and for values of τ at 0, 5, 10 . . . 50 (Fig. 5b) . To reduce the effects of measurement error, each timing measurement was averaged over 200 identical runs for MF and 20 identical runs for SMS.
From the results, we see that as tau increases, compression increases. However, the vast majority of compression is achieved for both datasets by τ = 4: the compression curves reach a 'plateau' very rapidly. For larger values of σ, a larger value of τ tends to be needed to reach the maximum achievable level of compression (Fig. 5c ). Time taken increases with both τ and σ.
The 'plateau' phenomenon that we observe supports the hypothesis that low beam size parameters are adequate for achieving near-optimal compression. For the datasets studied here, it seems unlikely that the plateau is a 'false-summit', because the invented abstractions capture almost all of the obvious commonality manifest in the input programs. However, whether this plateau effect will occur for arbitrary input programs is an open question; ultimately it would be worth trying to obtain a theoretical justification.
Our FAI technique is inspired by a standard 'recipe' which human programmers use to derive functional abstractions from patterns in programs, described by e.g. Abelson and Sussman [1, Sect. 1.3.1]. One previous attempt to automate this kind of recipe is due to Bakewell and Runciman [2] ; they implemented an abstraction construction algorithm for Haskell programs, however they did not address the problem of searching for a compressive abstraction. In inductive logic programming, the Duce [4] and CIGOL [5] systems use inverse resolution to perform FAI in propositional and first-order logic respectively; KANDINKSY shares a lot with these systems, both its inverse deduction approach (IβR), as well as its use of a compression-guided search algorithm.
For further work, we hope shortly to combine KANDINSKY with a base learning system so as to realise a full CBL framework. Many improvements can also be made to KANDINSKY itself; most significantly it is currently limited to deriving abstractions from syntactic commonality in programs, whereas a more powerful system could search the space of all semantic equivalences via β-η-δ transformations.
To conclude, we have defined the term abstraction invention to mean the derivation of new knowledge from patterns in programs. We have demonstrated and experimentally justified an efficient algorithm for functional abstraction invention over λ-calculus programs in the KANDINSKY system. KANDINSKY invented, without any prior knowledge of such concepts, higher-order functions such map, fold, sumBy, and meanBy. Some of these functions are strikingly similar to ones in the Haskell standard library [6] , so KANDINSKY is clearly able to invent abstractions that are natural from a human perspective.
